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Dear Readers,
Germany has made great progress in the energy transition, especially in the expansion 
of renewable energy sources. But the energy transition can only succeed if energy ef-
ficiency is substantially strengthened as the second, equally important pillar. The coali-
tion agreement of the new federal government calls for the creation of an ambitious and 
cross-sectoral energy efficiency strategy, one which highlights how we can halve primary 
energy consumption by 2050 while maintaining our industrial value chain. “Efficiency 
first” remains the guiding principle of the energy transition.

The subject of contracting did not make it into the coalition agreement. But it’s clear 
that service providers who commit themselves contractually as part of this business 
model to cut energy consumption at the customers in the building sector or industry 
are the natural allies when it comes to implementing the climate targets. It would be a 
major step forward if, when drawing up contracts for bidding purposes, we incorporated 
savings guarantees to ensure a permanent cut in energy consumption rates in existing 
stock and, in modified form, also in new building projects. But there are still reservations 
and obstructions on many levels: the budget regulations of the federal states have not 
been harmonised and laborious licensing procedures act as a deterrent. 

Contracting is not the opaque financing model it is often still depicted as. We must 
reassess the permanent advantages – regular monitoring and control of the energy flows. 
It is only possible to make a realistic economic comparison between self-implementation 
and engaging a contractor if the expenditure incurred for ensuring permanent energy sav-
ings during operation of the relevant property at a fair price is included in the calculation.

The increasing digitalisation of energy management and the technical equipment 
in buildings opens up a new dimension for energy consumption optimisation. The actual 
savings potential can only be calculated after the hand-over of keys. But often specialist 
expertise is required to control complex processes, and not the conventional knowledge 
of a caretaker. 

It is still of central importance that we develop more model projects in the federal 
states and on a national level. One major milestone here is the project being implemented 
within the framework of the dialogue between the federal government and the states 
(Bund-Länder-Dialog) on contracting with the German Energy Agency dena. It is aimed 
at setting up competence centres for contracting in interested federal states, centres 
which will be able to support municipalities in particular in providing initial information 
through to assisting with specific projects.

I hope that with our joint efforts it will be possible to trigger a demand for energy 
services involving an energy savings guarantee and to actively exploit this when 
implementing municipal, state and federal energy and climate goals.

Ministerialrat Dr. Hartmut Versen
Head of the Department for Energy Efficiency and Heat in Industry and Commerce, 
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy
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NRW and Minnesota 

International collaboration in 
climate protection and energy

N
RW economic affairs minister Dr. 
Andreas Pinkwart and Bill Grant, 
deputy commissioner in the Min-

nesota Commerce Department, recently 
signed a “Joint Declaration of Intent con-
cerning Collaboration in the Fields of En-
ergy-saving, Energy Efficiency, Renewable 
Energies and Climate Protection”. The aim 
is to further the exchange, boost coopera-
tive ventures and implement climate pro-
tection strategies and measures. 

One major pillar of this 
collaboration is the project 
“Climate Smart Munici-
palities”, which promotes 
a cooperative exchange 
on matters of climate pro-
tection between the NRW 
municipalities of Arnsberg, 
Iserlohn, Siegen, Saerbeck 
and Münster on the one 
hand and the municipalities 
of Duluth, Warren, Roches-
ter, Morris and Elk River in 
Minnesota on the other.

Central to the project is initially a 
three-year interchange of information 
which focuses on the development of ideas 
and initiation of projects relevant to climate 
protection. The EnergyAgency.NRW is act-
ing as an expert partner in the project.

High-efficiency 
wood-fired CHP 
plant

W
ith its new wood-fired combined 
heat and power plant in Horn-
Bad Meinberg the municipal 

utility Stadtwerke Detmold, in collabora-
tion with Senne Energie from Hövelhof, is 
setting a milestone for high-efficiency and 
climate-friendly combined heat and power 
generation. 

This, the to date largest wood-fired 
CHP plant constructed in Germany with an 
investment of 22 million euros, is a shin-
ing example due to its technical standard 
for how the energy transition can be im-
plemented locally: The new plant has an 
efficiency rating of 88 per cent and saves 
more than 30,000 tonnes of CO2 every 
year. This wood-fired CHP plant is one of 
a series of climate-friendly measures being 
taken by the city of Detmold: For example 
in 2011 a 7,800 metre long district heating 
line was installed through which the new 
wood-fired CHP plant now transports heat 
mainly to Detmold. The plant produces 
100 million kilowatt hours of heat and sup-
plies about 7,500 homes with 25 million 
kilowatt hours of electricity.

“Fuelcellbox”: Six great NRW school teams with new 
mobility for ships 

A
t the 13th NRW school students’ 
competition Fuelcellbox in 2018 
the EnergyAgency.NRW.NRW and 

H-Tec Education GmbH for hydrogen and 
fuel cell technology the six best teams, 
selected from a total of 155 groups regis-
tered, received an award on the Baldeney-
see lake in Essen. The six teams were from 
high schools in Aachen, Essen, Duisburg 
and Telgte and from vocational colleges in 
Brakel and Lippstadt. Three of them also 
included young women researchers. 

In this school year the competition 
was concerned with the use of zero-emis-
sion fuel-cell-powered ships. The advan-
tage of a hydrogen-based fuel cell ship is 
that there are substantially lower emis-
sions to pollute the environment and the 
noise level is much lower in recreational 
areas.

The competition has been held since 
2004 by the EnergyAgency.NRW and H-
Tec Education GmbH and is intended to 
make 9th to 10th grade school students fa-
miliar with the future technologies of hy-
drogen and fuel cells. 

Winning teams:
 ■ 1st place: INI Berufskolleg (Vocational 

College) Lippstadt with Max Horlbeck, 
Sandra Vogt, Sascha Weber and 
teacher Natalie Zimmermann

 ■ 2nd place: Berufskolleg Kreis Höx-

ter/Brakel with Henry Ens, Lutz 
Heinekamp, Stefan Brecker and 
teacher Gerd Brüntrup

 ■ 3rd place: Maria-Sibylla-Merian-Gym-
nasium (High School)/Telgte with 
Carina Bolz, Carlos Thurn and teacher 
Mario Möhlenkamp

 ■ 4th place: Kopernikus-Gymnasium 
Walsum/Duisburg with Tom Kossen, 
Lia Cathleen Siep, Roman Wissenberg 
and teacher Karin Steinhäuser

 ■ 5th place: Inda Gymnasium/Aachen 
with Martin Schikarski, Max Baier, 
Haroon Sheikh and teacher Klaus 
Buschhüter

 ■ 6th place: Don-Bosco-Gymnasium/
Essen with Yasin Yilmaz, Jan Jaensch, 
Daniel Schmitz and teacher Patric 
Scholz.

www.energieagentur.nrw/fuelcellbox

Shake Hands: Minister Prof. Dr. Andreas 
Pinkwart (re.) and Bill Grant of the Minnesota 
department of commerce affirm the cooperation
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EnergySystemChange.NRW competition

Deadline December

T
he second deadline for 
the climate protection 
competition Ener-

gySystemChange.NRW is 
17 December 2018. By this 
date it is possible to submit 
projects which utilise innova-
tive technologies to contribute 
to a reduction of CO2 emissions 
in various sectors of the en-
ergy system and in various 
economic and social do-
mains. The projects which 
this competition intends to 
promote involve practice-
based research, the experi-

mental development and 
demonstration of newly 
developed energy tech-
nologies, and pilot pro-
jects which serve dem-

onstration and evaluation 
purposes and are aimed at 

improving acceptance. The 
projects should be geared 

to practical application and 
should exhibit a high de-

gree of innovation as well 
as specific implementa-
tion potential.
www.energieagentur.nrw/

qr141

Experience electromobility 

NRW roadshow on tour

Y
ou can now try electromobility your-
self – thanks to a roadshow touring 
NRW. It’s informative and it’s fun to 

experience yourself how uncomplicated 
and easy it is to steer these innovative ve-
hicles. Jointly with housing companies, the 
NRW economic and digital affairs ministry 
is running this roadshow to familiarise ten-
ants with the topic of electromobility. To 
kick off in May the 1,700 households of the 
Grumme “Rivers” estate had the oppor-
tunity to try out electric cargo bikes and 
electric cars. Under the umbrella brand 
of Elektromobilität NRW the roadshow is 

being organised by the economic affairs 
ministry, the electromobility NRW compe-
tence centre and the EnergyAgency.NRW. 
Until the autumn the roadshow will hold 
events in up to 50 residential districts in 
various towns in NRW.

www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de

How wind 
turbines relate 
to one another

W
ind turbines do not work in iso-
lation. Engineers in Bochum are 
researching how they influence 

one another: to fully exploit wind energy 
Prof. Dr. Constantinos Sourkounis and 
his team from the Institute for Power Sys-
tems Technology and Power Mechatron-
ics at the Ruhr University in Bochum are 
setting up a model wind farm. For this 
“Smart Wind Park Laboratory” they are 
receiving funds of around 4 million euros 
from the Research Infrastructures NRW 
programme. 

After the first wind farm had been 
constructed it became clear that the wind 
turbines influence one another recipro-
cally. They are mutually related due to air 
flows and also as a result of the fluctuating 
infeed of power into the common grid. The 
engineers want to examine these effects 
more closely and are building a model with 
initially 15, and then 30 wind turbines in-
cluding their link with the grid.

The model wind farm is the founda-
tion stone for a wind energy competence 
centre in collaboration with the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Wind Energy and Power Sys-
tems Engineering.

They want to find out how wind turbines 
influence one another: Florian Bendrat, 
Frederik Einwächter and Constantinos 
Sourkounis (left to right).

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr142
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Some time ago Essen’s real estate business set a massive 
project in motion: The town hall, built in 1979, was to be 
given an energy overhaul. Now this is an acknowledged 
success story and there are many reasons for this. But 
the very first one was the most important: the realisation 
that the existing technology no longer met the require-
ments of economical energy use.

B
ut the initial euphoria in Essen was followed – as 
in most municipalities – by disillusionment. Un-
certainties combined with a lack of financial and 

human resources caused the Essen authorities to cau-
tiously apply the brakes. It soon became clear that an 
energy overhaul is a complex technical and financial 
challenge. Finally different alternative plans of action 
were compared. “In most cases two to three options 
emerge,” Christian Tögel of the EnergyAgency.NRW 
reported from his own experience. And the most at-
tractive options of these:

 ■ to carry out the building refurbishment oneself,
 ■ to place contracts in different trades for the re-

quired service modules
 ■ or to outsource the whole project to a profes-

sional contractor.

But as is often the case, the devil is in the detail. For 
example, to ensure that the implementation of the 
energy-savings measures does not simply end with 
the replacement of a boiler, the work performed inter-
nally must be compared in a differentiated way with 
the contractor’s services. Otherwise there is a risk that 
the economically achievable potential will not be ful-
ly exploited in the long term. To ensure the internally 
performed work is of equal value the requirements 
that have to be met are rigorous: in a short time a large 
investment volume is necessary and a complete tech-
nical controlling system has to be set up. But there is 
the fact check: many municipalities sometimes hit the 
limits of their possibilities and either they do not have 
either the necessary funds or the human resources 
for this purpose. Complex circumstances, a lack of ex-
perience or an inadequate grasp of the business mo-
dels established on the market give rise to uncertainty 

– especially in the case of large-scale projects. And 
then? In Essen the municipal decision-makers sought 
external help. The project team used the possibility of 
obtaining expert advice form the EnergyAgency.NRW 
as part of an initial consultation.

Initial consultation – gets things moving faster
„In an initial consultation with the EnergyAgency.
NRW representatives of the city of Essen obtained 
information on the contracting variants available on 
the market and the many advantages offered by the 
implementation alternatives,“ according to Simone 
Raskob, the person responsible for environmental 
matters in the city of Essen.

This body is backed by NRW’s economic affairs 
ministry and the European Union (EU) and has been 
providing advice on contracting for more than two 
decades. And the arguments remain as powerful as 
ever. Having been convinced by a number of projects 
which had been implemented in other municipalities, 
those the responsible powers in Essen were inspired 
to employ energy-saving contracting for the town hall 
project. „Over the past few years we have seen re-
peatedly that it helps to involve as many of the parties 
concerned from the city administration in an initial 
consultation. This means that all the arguments for 
and against can be incorporated from the very begin-
ning. And so far my experience has been that even the 
biggest critics can be convinced ultimately,“ claimed 
Tögel.

Stumbling blocks
Consultation and involvement have proven to be the 
most important elements in Essen. It often makes 
sense for the different departments in a municipality 
to combine their expertise in a project. But it is 

Investing in energy 
efficiency by contracting

➜
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just as often the case that the project already fails in 
the initial phase because, for example, it has not been 
possible to define a clear terminology.

Contracting is a generic term for different 
kinds of energy service in the building 
sector and in DIN 8930-5 it is broken down 
into various variants (shown in terms of 
current market shares):

 ■ Energy supply contracting (86 %),
 ■ Financing contracting (2 %),
 ■ Technical facility management (3 %)
 ■ Energy saving contracting (9 %)

(Source: VfW member survey 2016)

Contracting is not always contracting. Basically 
all projects are invariably highly individual and there are 
no off-the-peg solutions. Similarly the term “contract-
ing always stands for an efficient and holistic energy 
supply – with a simultaneous reduction of costs. The 
end result will be a bespoke solution. This becomes 
clear as the details are fixed in terms of the planning, 
financing, installation, operation, assumption of risk, 
energy supply and/or energy savings guarantee.

The Essen town hall project confirmed that the 
problems cannot be reduced to technical aspects and 
their practical implementation. In the end more was 
required than special planning or craft skills. Difficult 
questions even arise as the invitations to bid and con-
tracts were being formulated. Simone Raskob: “The 
challenge in this phase is not to be deterred but to 
provide for the involvement of an experienced project 
developer at an early stage.” 

Making sure everything’s on track
Essen experienced first-hand how valuable a project 
developer can be. Essen followed the example of nu-
merous other municipalities by seeking resourceful 

Digital platform:

References 
– efficiency 
guaranteed

N
o-risk energy and technology procure-
ment with success guarantee? Funding 
technical modernisations from energy 

savings without own investment?
The aims are practicable – this is illustrated 

by the examples on the online platform „Ener-
gieProjektPartner.NRW“. It’s aimed at manage-
ment personnel in companies, municipalities, 
real estate administrators, building operators 
and investors.

The EnergyAgency.NRW developed this di-
gital platform with contracting references to gi-
ve online support to decision-making processes 
and the search of partners. Co-operative energy 
efficiency projects are presented in a transpa-
rent, standardised and result-oriented from the 
point of view of decision-makers among custo-
mers and suppliers. The special feature is that 
suppliers and customers present autonomously 
and jointly the successes they have actually en-
joyed in their projects and do this in the befo-
re-and-after mode. In addition to the business 
successes such as the cost savings made, the 
spotlight is on the non-energy-related value ad-
ded. These include, for example, improved com-
fort, safety, property value and image or compli-
ance with tightened regulations and objectives.
energieprojektpartner.energieagentur.nrw
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assistance locally from the Essen firm of engineering 
consultants Ingenieurbüro Gertec GmbH & Co. KG.

After conducting an initial potential assessment, 
this firm eventually joined the city of Essen’s real es-
tate management department to develop a suitable 
bidding procedure.

At the present time the federal economic 
affairs ministry (BMWi) is backing an ini-
tial orientation consultation combined ei-
ther with an environmental consultation or 
tendering consultation with up to 80 per 
cent of the consultancy expenses eligible 
for funding. Important: In order to receive 
funding all consultations must be conduct-
ed by an approved expert – a so-called pro-
ject developer.

Tendering and award of contract
In the case of Essen town hall the invitation to tender 
was conducted in two stages. The dena guidelines on 
energy saving contracting (ESC) was taken as a guide. 
In the first stage a selection of players operating on 
the market was called for the purpose of a 
rough analysis. After an inspection vari-
ous energy-saving concepts were devel-
oped in conjunction with the requisite 
investments. Then the project team 
and Ingenieurbüro Gertec performed 
a detailed evaluation using a benefit 
value analysis. This procedure is com-
mon practice and with it it is possible 
to make an authoritative comparison 
and a definitive assessment of the con-
cepts. In Essen the concept offered by 
Siemens beat that of the competitors 
and the option of in-house implemen-
tation.

In the second stage Siemens per-
formed the detailed analysis. A team 
of experts consisting of engineers and 
technicians worked for eight months 
on an analysis of the town hall to es-
tablish the technical possibilities 
for saving energy. The modifica-
tions thus obtained were installed 
in a model office and the behaviour 
of the technical installations was 
simulated. The results confirmed 
the rough analysis, convinced the 
responsible powers in the city and 
led to the so-called success guar-
antee contract. At the same time 
the guaranteed savings in energy 
costs, the investment to be made 
and the agreed term were fixed.

After the contract had been 
signed Siemens assumed 

Schwelm

Ready, steady, contract!

When it came to an energy-efficient heat and cooling supply the tripe sports 
hall in Schwelm, erected in 2016, achieved a three-point field throw 
through a combination of heat pump, storage system and regulation 

system. The base load is provided by a two-stage (brine-to-water) heat pump (64 
kW) with 13 geothermal probes, each 100 metres deep. A gas-fired condensation 
boiler with 400 kW handles the peak loads. The heat is largely given off to the 
rooms through an underfloor heating system with low flow temperatures. The 
heating and cooling loads arising when the stands are in operation increases the 
requirements for the tempering of this sports hall. This means that a differentiated 
storage system with high- and low-temperature storage as well as cold storage is 
therefore deployed. The storage facilities each with a capacity of 1,500 litres are 
operated at a temperature of 70-75 °C, 40 °C and 10 °C respectively.

In view of the limited investment resources the city of Schwelm is creating the 
heat supply system for the sports hall in the form of an energy supply contracting 
project. The regional energy service provider, AVU Serviceplus GmbH, is taking 
on the planning, coordination, erection, plant operation and investment costs 
amounting to around 490,000 euros. www.energieagentur.nrw/kommunale-energieeffizienz

➜

The person in charge of environmental affairs in Essen, Simone 
Raskob, proudly presented the contracting project „Essen 
Town Hall“, which was developed jointly with the engineering 
consultants Ingenieurbüro Gertec and Siemens.
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central responsibility for all technical 
and organisational measures during 
the conversion phase and also com-
mitted itself to attainment of the goals 
forecast. The main element of the re-
furbishment was replacement of the air 
conditioning, which was no longer up 
to date. A further guarantee of savings 
involved the lighting. For this purpose 
energy-saving LED technology was em-
ployed.

Investments totalling 10.45 million 
euros were made. Something that was 
not typical of energy savings perfor-
mance contracting was the fact that 90 
per cent of these investments were paid 
by the client from funds provided under 
the municipality investment funding 
act (KInvFöG). In all, the annual energy 
costs are being reduced by 1 million eu-
ros and CO2 emissions are being cut by 
2,754 tonnes. If the savings guaranteed 
are not achieved the city of Essen will 
receive compensation from Siemens.

Bonn

New power station at Bonn Uni hospital

With the assistance of the energy service provider Engie Deutschland GmbH three new combined heat and power (CHP) units have been added to the power station of Bonn’s university hospital. They have an electrical output of three times 2.05 MW and a waste gas heat exchanger and waste heat boiler were installed. The waste heat boil-ers have an output of 2.1 MW each. In addition the steam generation has been optimised by the addition of heat recovery components. One of the two existing heating boilers was retrofitted with and additional waste gas heat exchanger. The power station is controlled and regulated by Direct Digital Control (DDC). Thanks to the new power station it has been possible to cut the energy costs of Bonn university hospital from around 8.1 million euros/a (2012) by around 2.7 million euros/a. The investment required of around 6.5 million euros, funded by means of energy savings performance contracting, was paid off – by static calculation – after less than three years. The project was set in motion in the framework of an initial consultation with the EnergyAgency.NRW and received accompanying support during its implementation by the contractor Engie Deutschland . Bonn’s university hospital is a maximum care hospital and has around 1,200 beds.

Cologne

University building 
management loves contracting

A
fter a construction phase lasting 

nearly two years, the energy 

modernisation of the bio sciences 

laboratory at Cologne University was 

completed in the spring of 2018. This meant 

that for the first time in Germany a combined 

invitation to tender was implemented for 

the technical building management and the energy savings performance 

contracting.

1,800 lamps using the latest LED technology provide the correct 

lighting for the building. A highly efficient chiller (Quantum from Engie) 

and a free cooling system provide the cooling and ensure a well-tempered 

research environment. But in future the main savings will come from 

the demand-based control of the air supply. The energy costs prior to 

the modernisation were almost 1.5 million euros/year. Of this, 548,628 

euros was accounted for by the air conditioning systems, around 130,000 

euros by the cooling systems and almost the same amount by the lighting 

installations in the research area, and just under 90,000 euros every 

year went on the heating. Only around 32,000 euros of the annual energy 

costs were accounted for by the rest of the lighting. The investment costs 

amounted to around 2.4 million euros. Thanks to the savings of around 

500,000 euros a year after the measures had been taken the construction 

measures will have paid for themselves in calculation terms after only 4.8 

years. The CO2 saved will in future be 1,872.6 tonnes per year.

Forum Contracting e. V. and the association Verband für 
Wärmelieferung e. V. provide technical and legal expertise 
in matters of the tendering and contract placement 
process and the subsequent formulation of the contract.

NRW economic affairs minister Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart (re.) visited the new power station at Bonn’s university hospital.
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I
t’s not necessary to buy electricity at high prices – 
you can produce it yourself: for example, with solar 
modules on the roof, solar air collectors and a ther-

mal ice storage system in the ground. In this way the 
Zipper bakery in Gelsenkirchen has succeeded in 
ensuring heating and cooling at its new branch. 
The former square around the St. Bonifatius 
Church in Gelsenkirchen-Erle is hardly rec-
ognisable: baker Christian Zipper has not 
held back with his investment here and he 
has created a modern bakery 
branch with a café and outdoor 
catering. And it’s not only the 
design that strikes one here. 
It’s also impressive in terms 
of the regenerative and technically 
sophisticated energy management. This is the child 
of innogy and Siegburger Kraftwerk Solutions GmbH 
after initial consulting from the EnergyAgency.NRW.

The holistic plant comprises three components: 
A solar roof covering the whole flat roof area and which 
generates thermal and electrical energy from solar ra-
diation, a water heat pump and a thermal ice storage 
system. The thermal ice storage was set into a hole 
roughly three metres deep behind the bakery branch 
and filled with conventional water. The 30-metre con-
crete tank contains almost 30,000 litres and serves 
as a kind of buffer storage system which contains 
heat. Photovoltaic modules are mounted on the flat 
roof and these supply the driving energy for the water 
heat pump. Finally this ensures that the energy in the 
thermal ice storage system is converted into heat in 
the winter and cold in the summer. This environmen-
tally system not only provides heating for the bakery 
branch but also cooling, which is especially important 
in a bakery with its multiple heat sources. The heat 
is regulated using an intelligent energy source man-

agement system, which decides automatically on the 
basis of availability and economic efficiency whether 
it is necessary to heat, store or cool.

This approach to energy is a real milestone. The 
model of photovoltaic system and thermal ice stor-

age is already deployed on a large scale, for ex-
ample in housing companies – but it’s 
a novelty in smaller companies. The 
investment costs regarding the ther-
mal ice storage were subsidised to the 

tune of 25 per cent from a fund-
ing programme of the state 
of NRW. Carl-Georg von Bu-
quoy, the EnergyAgency.NRW, 

stressed: “The photovoltaic and thermal 
ice storage domain has great potential. That’s why us-
ers as well as companies should be encouraged to take 
up funding opportunities in this field.”

The system operators anticipate that the higher 
investment will be repaid after about seven to nine 
years thanks to the low operating costs. This depends 
very much on the demand of heat and cooling on the 
part of the bakery. The system with all its components 
was planned and installed by the company Kraftwerk 
Solutions. Innogy in turn leases it for 18 years as an 
overall concept to the Zipper bakery. Because of the 
contracting model the company owner did not have 
to cough up the investment costs immediately and 
will in future remain untouched by fluctuations on the 
energy market.

An innovative approach to energy at the Zipper bakery

Ice storage, solar roof and 
water heat pump

www.energieagentur.nrw/
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Interview with Wolfgang Ketter

When the e-fleet becomes 
a virtual power plant

P
rof. Dr. Wolfgang Ketter is a Director of the In-
stitute of Energy Economics at the University of 
Cologne (EWI) and holds the position of Profes-

sor of Economic Informatics. His research work is con-
cerned with intelligent and sustainable market design. 
He is regarded as a world-leading expert on “big data” 
and “learning systems”. In Rotterdam Ketter set 
up the Erasmus Center for Future Energy 
Business at the Rotterdam School of 
Management, Erasmus University 
(RSM).

It’s all about data and IT. What’s 
the state of the energy sector in 
times of change? 

Ketter: For many long es-
tablished companies in the en-
ergy industry it is a major chal-
lenge to adapt their business to the 
changing parameters – due among 
other things to digitalization. With our 
research and cooperative ventures with in-
dustry we highlight ways of managing this adapta-
tion process. We want to support the energy sector 
in continuing to guarantee a reliable, sustainable and 
yet affordable energy supply.

What are learning systems and how can they be used 
to advance the digital energy transition? And what is 
the role of artificial intelligence?

Ketter: Learning systems are – in general – sys-
tems which can independently uncover structures, 
preferences and relations on the basis of data and 
without precise instructions. Artificial intelligence is 
the engine of learning and hence the core of these sys-
tems. With the increasing decentralisation the energy 
system is becoming more complex – while at the same 
time larger and larger quantities of data are available. 
In view of this flood of data automated analysis of the 
data is absolutely essential. 

With the learning systems which we develop 
in my team it is possible to achieve this automation 
and they can therefore act as so-called decision sup-
port systems to assist decision-makers to assess the 
situation. In the long term it is even conceivable that 
entities memories will appear independently on the 
market with the help of learning algorithms.

What is next big thing for the energy transition? What 
business models do you see as showing the way forward?

Ketter: Successful business models in the en-
ergy system of the future will mostly be data-driven. I 
also see major opportunities in the field of sector link-
ing – for example at the interface between electricity 
and mobility. We can already observe start-ups which 
are positioning themselves with data-driven models 

along the value chain and specifically at the inter-
face between the sectors. Smart charging 

is a good example here, i.e. the intel-
ligent and automated charging of 

electric cars is necessary to keep 
a stable equilibrium in the distri-
bution network.

We have already wit-
nessed how profitable such 
approaches can be in a joint 

project with Car2Go, among 
others, in Amsterdam. Here we 

used intelligent algorithms to ag-
gregate the batteries of the vehicle 

fleet to make a virtual power plant and 
we were able to boost the company’s profits 

significantly in this way.

What challenges are thrown up for science by digi-
talization?

Ketter: For science digitalization is opening up 
completely new fields of research. On the one hand 
there is ever more and better data available, enabling 
us to have a better understanding of the actual situ-
ation. At the same time researchers across the globe 
are thinking about how this wealth of data can be used 
in a new way. We can see very promising research, for 
example, in the fields of information systems, machine 
learning and robotics which would not have been con-
ceivable without digitalization.

It has been my experience that mostly highly 
interdisciplinary research groups are required for this 
kind of research. My team therefore consists of en-
gineers, informatics specialists, data scientists, be-
havioural and energy economists, experts in market 
design and business administration professionals. 
They work together to make the energy transition 
a reality.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
imgespraech12
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T
he energy transition not only confronts the 
energy industry with challenges, but also offers 
a lot of opportunities. This is because, among 

other things, start-ups are discovering this economic 
sector more and more and are sometimes a hot tip 
on the market with their innovative products and 
services.

For instance, the Cologne-based start-up 
Enermeter has set itself the goal of becoming a 
market and technology leader. It product is called 
Alligator and is an energy management system to 
DIN EN ISO 50001. This company, founded in 2015, 
not only supplies the suitable software but also the 
right hardware and services. Its aim is to support 
the energy officers in companies and to ensure that 
the energy management is constantly serviced. The 
Alligator software, for example, tracks down unused 
base loads or load peaks and identifies friction losses 
in production processes. Enermeter’s target groups 
include energy suppliers, the real estate industry, 
industrial companies, trading organisations and 
small-scale industrial firms.

The start-up Auktora from Bochum intends to 
provide fast and competitive solutions in the field of 
hardware and software components for electromo-
bility. This company works – in its own words – close 

to customer needs. This assumes effective and effi-
cient modes of action and a pool of flexible methods. 
With its development services the team can call on 
years of experience accumulated by the engineers 
of the solar car team at the Bochum University of 
Applied Sciences. The aim is to create shorter plan-
ning phases and a high degree of transparency, and 
to prevent products being developed which miss the 
target market, the company claims. By having veri-
fiable intermediate goals and transparent monitor-
ing it is intended to identify problem areas in the 
development process at a very early stage and to 
eliminate them by reprioritisation. This will then 
counteract any risk to the project as a whole and 
to the schedule. 

To provide start-ups such as Enermeter and Auk-
tora a forum and to render their innovations visible 
the EnergyAgency.NRW offers the new online tool 
“Innovationsplattform.NRW”. This platform is used 
to present start-ups from the field of energy and the 
environment. To promote cooperative ventures there 
is an area of cooperation requests and a special live 
matching function. There is also an “innovation radar” 
which brings together messages on everything to do 
with the topic of innovation.
www.energieagentur.nrw/innovationsplattform

Up and away! Start-ups on fire
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A selfie with... 
Jörn Heilemann

G
ASAG Solution Plus GmbH is an energy 
service provider with nationwide operations. 
It has been active on the energy efficiency and 

contracting market for more than 20 years. Their work 
focuses on meaningful concepts for the generation 
and utilisation of heat, electricity, steam and cold, and 
on sustainable supply solutions for residential estates, 
hospitals, commercial real properties, municipal 
properties and other non-residential buildings. CEO 
Jörn Heilemann explains what his company makes in 
particular and why contracting is often worthwhile for 
the customers.

What motivates you 
to go to work day 
after day?

Heilemann: The happiness that comes from 
working in a very pleasant and committed team of 
individualists on meaningful and exciting material 
to do with energy efficiency, CO2 savings and future-
proof supply solutions.

In what way do you stand out from other services 
available on the market? 

Heilemann: Identifying the needs of the custom-
er, who is frequently a non-specialist, and developing 
and implementing – beyond the standard solutions – 
customised, highly profitable supply solutions, these 
are our major features.

Why is contracting worthwhile and for whom?
Heilemann: Contracting is mostly very 

interesting for customers who, on the one hand 
have high energy costs for heat, electricity, cooling 
and steam and, on the other, are supplied from 

older, inefficient energy installations, which are also 
normally overdimensioned. But contracting can often 
yield substantial advantages in the domain of new 
construction since the costs can for the most part 
be apportioned in total to the user or tenant. 

What do you need to continue being successful as a 
company?

Heilemann: First and foremost there are 
motivated and competent personnel who enjoy 
working on what we deal with and like working in a team. 
In second place there are reliable political parameters 

which are effective 
in the long term and 
a transparent and 
c o m p r e h e n s i b l e 

strategy to enable us to achieve in real terms the 
efficiency and climate protection targets. In addition 
there is the serious political will on the part of the 
major decision-makers when it comes to a concrete 
and rapid implementation of the energy transition.

What political parameters would have to change to 
ensure that the subject of contracting continues to 
enjoy a positive response? 

Heilemann: CO2 savings must finally be 
accorded an appropriate monetary value. I am 
convinced that a perceptible CO2 pricing system 
which takes due account of the causes can be a 
highly effective instrument. In this way we could 
soon set the sleeping giant of energy efficiency 
in motion in an uncomplicated way and without 
complex funding programs, and in the final analysis 
we could then achieve the meaningful climate 
protection objectives.

Happiness in a team of individualists

CEO Jörn Heilemann 
goes for energy 
efficiency and 
contracting.
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Feeding braking 
energy back 

into the grid

Y
ou need energy to set masses in 
motion. For instance to move a lift. 
When a lift travels from the seventh 

floor to the ground floor it releases energy 
as it brakes and this passes into the envi-
ronment as heat. This energy in the form 
of heat is mostly lost for any further use. To 
counter this loss a team from the “Future 
Energy – Institute for Energy Research” of 
the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Ap-
plied Sciences (iFE) has developed a cir-
cuit which returns braking energy to the 
power grid.

This circuit is located at the point of 
braking resistance and applies for all appli-
cations which are connected to the power 
grid. “Since the circuit behaves in a similar 
way to the braking resistances there is no 
problem retrofitting it to existing drive sys-
tems,” claims Johann Austermann (photo 
above), who works at the university and 

wrote his doctoral thesis on the develop-
ment of this circuit.

Buzzword: economic efficiency
In addition to the ecological goal of sav-
ing energy the scientists also consider 
economic aspects. “To date the recov-
ery of braking energy in small-scale drive 
systems was not sufficiently economical. 
That’s why it never took off in industry,” 
Austermann explains. Thanks to the cir-
cuit form Ostwestfalen-Lippe this can now 
change: the aim is for the savings in energy 
costs to pay for the conversion within two 
years.

From science to industry
For this development the iFE team has to 
date submitted two patents for registra-
tion. The results have already made the 
leap into the industrial domain: The com-

panies Lenze SE from Hamelin and MSF-
Vathauer Antriebstechnik GmbH & Co. KG 
from Detmold offer products involving the 
new technology. 

In addition the scientists have pre-
sented their research a number of times 
at the Hanover Fair in the hope of recruit-
ing users or new project partners. The 
addressees for this development are pri-
marily companies who are concerned with 
electrical drive technology.

Urban mobility

DynaMo to create knowledge

T
he junior research group “DynaMo 
– Mobilitiy Energy Dynamics in 
Urban Space” starts where there 

has to date been a lack: namely a lack of 
knowledge on the formation of mobility 
patterns and on practicable possibilities 
for the governance of urban mobility. And 
also of practical knowledge on concrete 
steps towards the sustainable design of 
urban passenger mobility.

Everyday traffic and the related emis-
sions, energy consumption levels and 
planning challenges (jams, sealing of land 
and competition for land etc.) represent an 
enormous burden on towns. Up to now it 
has been largely unclear how a necessary 
change can be effected. DynaMo prom-
ises to provide a solution. The project is 
aimed at creating a deeper understanding 

of current processes of change and future 
change potentials in the area of urban pas-
senger mobility. The following questions 
are central to this:

 ■ Technology integration and “urban 
governance” (new municipal and 
regional management with a broad 
opportunity to participate): How 
are collective arrangements of so-
cial matters changing as a result of 
digitalization processes in the field of 
urban mobility?

 ■ Acceptance and change of mobility 
patterns: How do certain mobility pat-
terns arise in the interplay of mobility-
related discourse and daily routines?

 ■ Participation and legitimacy: How 
does discursive legitimation of certain 
mobility-related development and in-

novations take place?
The DynaMo team comprises repre-

sentatives from the disciplines town plan-
ning, sociology and political science. On 
the basis of the research work conducted 
within the framework of this junior group, 
the DynaMo team joins practitioners and 
stakeholders to draw up recommenda-
tions for action towards a sustainable de-
sign of urban passenger mobility. 

DynaMo is funded within the frame-
work of the focal funding programme for 
socio-ecological research of the federal 
ministry of education and research.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr144

www.ifeowl.de
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“Open-heart surgery”: 

Success with ventilation system!

I
t was a massive energy guzzler and now it’s energy-
efficient: This is the ventilation system at the Chemi-
cal Institutes of Bonn University. Heat exchangers in 

the ventilation systems have finally made the decades-
old ventilation technology more energy-efficient. This 
means that the university can save 800,000 euros in 
heating costs every year. The technology department 
of the university, with the consent of the owner, Bau- 
und Liegenschaftsbetriebs NRW, arranged for heat 
exchangers to be installed in the ventilation systems 
of the 15,000 square metres institute building.

In the second building complex at the university 
fans force 480,000 cubic metres of room air an hour 
out of the laboratories. This turbo installation fulfils 
one important safety condition: most of the chemi-
cals may not exceed a certain concentration in the 
laboratories.

Those responsible faced major challenges in 
getting the modernisation finished during the college 
vacation. It was not easy installing a heat recovery 
system in the five existing ventilation installations. Fer-
dinand Frechen, director of the technology depart-
ment, compared the project with “open-heart sur-

gery”. The gigantic heat exchangers, piping systems, 
pumps and had to be fitted into the existing installa-
tions, shafts and rooms. Together the participating 
companies, coordinated by the university, managed to 
limit the critical conversion phase with the shut-down 
of the ventilation systems to eleven weeks. Despite 
the difficulties involved in the work it was possible to 
conclude the whole conversion of the ventilation sys-
tems on schedule.

The “surgery” turned out to be a complete suc-
cess: Since these measures were taken the Chem-
ical Institutes have dropped dramatically from 
their leading position among the greatest energy 
consumers to way down the list. “The energy con-
sumption of the building complex was previously 
roughly 600 kilowatt hours per square metre and 
year, and now this figure has been reduced by a 
third to 400,” according to project manager Pütz. 
The heat exchangers installed in the ventilation sys-
tems recover about 70 per cent of the input energy. 
This installation cost around 4 million euros. The 
annual CO2 emissions have been cut by more than 
90 tonnes.

N
ew approaches, partners and business models 
beyond the remuneration under the Renewable 
Energies Act (EEG) are being sought, by com-

munity energy companies as well. One interesting way 
of launching into contracting services as a business 
model is to modernise lighting systems. The coop-
erative Solargenossenschaft Essen eG successfully 
completed its second energy efficiency project in 
2017. The cooperative invested around 36,000 euros 
in refitting the lighting system of another food store. 
The contracting body will enjoy savings of more than 
29,000 euros electricity costs over ten years with-

out any investment. During the seven-year term of the 
contract the savings will flow to the cooperative for the 
purpose of refinancing. Smaller projects such as that 
of the Solargenossenschaft Essen have to date hardly 
been on offer from contracting service providers and 
are therefore often not carried through. This provides 
big opportunities for community energy cooperatives. 
In 2018 Solargenossenschaft Essen eG is working on 
five further project plans in the efficiency domain and 
uses this as a new, independent business model for 
itself, completely independently of the classic EEG re-
muneration models.

Cooperative invests in energy-efficient lighting

www.energie
agentur.nrw/

buergerenergie

Presented a 
successful project: 
Ferdinand Frechen 
of Bonn University.
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W
ith their flexible biogas plant the Dohmann 
family from Höxter are implementing the 
energy transition on a small scale. The 

electricity it generates is already renewable. To 
achieve this the operators use mainly substrates 
which arise anyway: solid cow dung and slurry. The 
electricity is fed into the network of a virtual power 
plant in accordance with need. But that’s not all: 
new standard are now possible regarding the biogas 
plant’s efficiency. 

For five years now Stefan Dohmann has been op-
erating his biogas plant on the family farm. Around 
100 dairy cows are supplied there. The biogas plant is 
a perfect complement to the livestock farming. More 
than 1,000 tonnes of cow dung is produced every year. 
Instead of spreading this on the fields as fertilizer the 
idea arose to ferment the dung and then convert the 
biogas thus produced into electricity. “It now just runs 
and runs,” the farmer explains. “Nearly 20 farms de-
liver their dung to us.” With 10 to 20 tonnes the plant 
is fuelled every day in this way and one third of this 
comes from our own farm.

As early as the planning stage a decision was 
taken at Dohmann Biogas GmbH & Co. KG to have 
a flexible biogas plant. Flexible means that the plant 
is controlled remotely in conjunction with other 
decentralised power generation facilities by a direct 
marketer. The latter trades on the electricity exchange 
with the electricity generated. Operation of the plant is 
geared to the price signals given out by the exchange 
and this ensures that the electricity is fed in when 
there’s a demand. Accordingly the combined heat 
and power unit (CHP) can be started up or run down 
on at quarter-hourly intervals.

Recently Dohmann had the plant, and specifically 
the CHP unit, tested for efficiency losses. “For two 
days third-party environmental assessors measured 
and analysed the consumption readings,” he said, and 
then continued: “The experts estimate the savings po-
tential to be 30 to 50 per cent.” When he has received 
the improvement suggestions from the CHP unit man-
ufacturer he intends to convert the plant. “Then we will 
be able to save up to 13,000 euros a year in future.”
www.energieagentur.nrw/projekte-des-monats

T
o heat its Olympic pool the town of Ennigerloh 
has, since 2016, used a portion of waste heat 
form the waste disposal centre of the waste 

management company (Abfallwirtschaftsgesells-
chaft) of the district of Warendorf (AWG). The idea 
of exploiting quantities of heat which would otherwise 
be lost to the immediate environment came to AWG 
and Hammelmann GbR when they were looking for 
potential ways of cutting energy costs. Now the heat 
is delivered in a container!

Use is made of waste heat which arises as land-
fill gas and biogas is being converted to electricity in 
the AWG’s CHP units. The heat is stored in tanks full 
of water and is then transported to the swimming 
pool. A container located there collects the hot water 
(90 °C) until it is used to refill the pool. Before this, 
cold drinking water flowed into the pool. Today the 
pool is filled with a preheated mixture of cold fresh 
water and stored hot water. The drinking water taken 
from the network passes through a heat exchanger in 
the hot water container and ends up, also preheated, 
in the hot water boiler of the indoor swimming pool. 
This dispenses with an elaborate heat exchange op-
eration. 

Two to three containers a week are used as re-
quired. In the open-air pool there may be as many as 
five deliveries a week. The quantity of heat transported 
adds up to about 1,500 kilowatt hours per tank. The 
transport containers are insulated standard tanks 
from the food industry, which is why the heat losses 
over the merely three-kilometre transport route are 
very manageable. The stationary tank also only loses 
one to three kelvin per day depending on the tempera-
ture level and the ambient temperatures. 

This method enhances the heat supply’s 
economic efficiency. The resulting heat price is just 
under that for natural gas and the town only incurs 
costs for the energy consumed. The effect of all 
these measures: The load on the heating system in 
the Olympic pool is reduced, its service life prolonged 
and natural gas is saved. 
www.energieagentur.nrw/kommunale-energieeffizienz

Heat for swimming 
pool comes in a 
container

Stefan Dohmann sets new benchmarks with his 
flexible biogas plant in Höxter

This biogas plant 
is flexible
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A 
passion for nature conservation and renewable 
energies is just as much a part of Klaus 
Brunsmeier’s life and that of his companions 

as is his courage to take on new things. If this were 
not the case he would hardly have dared to demolish 
and redesign a large industrial ruin in the Märkischer 
Kreis district. In earlier times the iron factory with its 
long tradition used the hydropower of the river Volme, 
but there’s hardly any sign of this today. 

A restaurant, a forge, exhibitions, extensive agri-
culture, practical nature conservation and an adventure 
theme park on the trail of the Nibelungen saga ... this 
is all part of the plan for the “Bastion on the Volme” to 
cover 12 hectares. But Brunsmeier, a member of the 
board of the environment organisation BUND, has first 
created the economic basis for all other activities with 
an installed capacity of 22 kW hydropower and 78 kW 
photovoltaics. To get the most out of this in terms of 
nature conservation, the dam which has existed to date 
was worn down at the inflow of the headrace and made 
into a rough ramp which ensures a minimum outflow for 

the Volme and makes it possible for the waterwheel to 
draw off water on the level and in a near-natural fash-
ion. In addition a flood control channel was provided to 
provide flood protection. The headrace was completely 
desludged over a length of more than 500 metres and 
can take a maximum of 2 m3/s Volme water. The ex-
tensive cultivation of the green area belonging to the 
site is performed in accordance with professional na-
ture conservation principles in the form of grazing and 
grass cutting.

But Klaus Brunsmeier is not alone in pushing 
ahead with this project. The association Heesfelder 
Mühle, which is already familiar with hydropower, has 
acquired the site and is developing it on an honorary 
basis. Frank Schmidt is responsible for the hydropower, 
for example. He supervised the installation of the 
overshot segment wreath waterwheel from the Ahlen-
based company SMF and connected the installation 
to the grid in November 2017. With a gradient of 
4.20 metres those responsible anticipate electricity 
generation of 60,000 kWh per year.

Cars – simply share?

C
ars are on the road mainly in the morning, at 
midday and in the late afternoon or early even-
ing. In between they’re parked. Wouldn’t it be 

possible for fewer people in all to own a car by ensuring 
that the existing cars are driven by more peo-
ple instead of being parked 
and are therefore shared? 
This question is being in-
vestigated by Professor 
Dr. Gunnar Stevens of the 
University of Applied Sci-
ences Bonn-Rhein-Sieg in 
a research project funded 
by the federal education min-
istry.

The project “Simply share” is aimed at investigat-
ing two aspects of car sharing – firstly the potentials 
of private car sharing (P2P car sharing) in terms of a 
climate-friendly and individual mobility, and second-
ly how the acceptance of private car sharing can be 
enhanced by linking it with so-called connected-car 

technologies. In the first stage the need, practicability 
and profitability of such a car sharing notion is being 
researched. In the qualitative needs study the motiva-
tion, barriers, wishes and fears of both P2P car shar-

ing users and of those who reject it are 
being recorded. This is intend-

ed to provide the basis for 
shaping the technology in 
the second project phase. 
Design studies are used to 
analyse and evaluate the 

practicability of the tech-
nical concept. With the help 

of design thinking workshops 
business models are developed which are in-

tended to increase the practical suitability of P2P car 
sharing. The University of Applied Sciences H--BRS 
is cooperating with drivy, a provider of P2P car shar-
ing, ASEW, PAJ GmbH and the Fraunhofer Institute 
for Applied Information Technology (FIT).
schulze-beusingsen@energieagentur.nrw

Hydropower to come on the Volme
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In the pilot project “Empower Refugees”, a one-off nation-
wide, refugees are being retrained as qualified industrial 
electricians (IHK) in wind energy. 

T
he project was launched by the power plant col-
lege Kraftwerksschule e.V. from Essen together 
with the service provider for wind energy and 

solar installations psm Nature Power Service & Man-
agement from Erkelenz. Its objective is to employ the 
graduates as service technicians for wind turbines 
and hence to contribute towards their integration, 
while at the same time countering the massive lack 
of skilled personnel which has been plaguing the ser-
vice companies in the wind industry for years. The 
total of twelve men from Syria and Iraq taking part 
in the retraining course have already demonstrated 
their head for heights when they climbed a wind tur-
bine. In a five-week work placement they also gathered 
initial experience in the inspection and maintenance 
of wind turbines. Hardy Gronau, training manager 
of psm: “Here we have fully motivated, committed 
young men who have manual dexterity and are will-
ing to learn. They have no fear of heights and they are 
learning German very quickly.”

The retraining began in the middle of August and 
it will end on December 2019 with a qualifying examina-
tion at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK). 
The unique feature of the Empower Refugees scheme 
is a “Letter of Intent” in which the companies guaran-
tee to take on the trainees once they have success-
fully completed their retraining. Hossein Mowludi from 

Iraq: “I am very happy about the opportunity to gain a 
foothold in Germany. The colleagues in the company 
received me with open arms.” 

The single body covering the costs of this course 
is the Jobcenter in Essen at the moment. At the pre-
sent time there are three times as many promises of 
employment as there are trainees. There is an urgent 
need for further sources of finance to advance the 
“Empower Refugees” project and to expand it to other 
municipalities in NRW.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
projektedesmonats

New skilled personnel:

NRW project 
helps integration
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P
raise from Brussels for an instrument of the 
North Rhine-Westphalian state government: 
At a ceremonial gala in Brussels the EnergyA-

gency.NRW was presented with the COGEN Europe 
Recognition Award 2018 for the category “Policy De-
velopment”. The award is recognition of its work in 
advancing the cause of combined heat and power 
(CHP) generation. The reasons given for the award 
stated that it was in recognition of both the effective-
ness and commitment of the EnergyAgency.NRW in 
the implemenation of European legislation. The award 
was received by Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, Director 
of the EnergyAgency.NRW. 

“The COGEN Europe Recognition Award 2018 is 
an important confirmation of our work over the past 
few years in developing and propagating the technical 
possibilities for implementing the energy transition. 
At the same time we see the award as an incentive to 
continue our work in future with dedication and clear 
objectives in mind. With our networking efforts we have 
been successful in the past in establishing cogenera-
tion as an efficient technology for the combined gen-
eration of power and heat in North Rhine-Westphalia,” 
Dr. Baumann said. The EnergyAgency.NRW has come 
together with other companies and research institu-
tions, associations and interest groups, on behalf of the 
state government under the umbrella of “KWK.NRW 
– Power Meets Heat” to combine and intensify the ac-
tivities and measures in the field of CHP. Every year 
COGEN Europe recognises work done in the develop-
ment, application and promotion of combined heat 
and power generation. The winners share the distin-
guishing features of skill and the capacity of innovate. 
COGEN Europe is Europe’s umbrella organisation for 
the CHP industry’s interest groups.

COGEN award for the 
EnergyAgency.NRW

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr145

F
or the first time this year the EnergyAgency.NRW 
acted on behalf of the NRW ministry of econom-
ic affairs, innovation, digitalization and energy 

to hold the competition “Energy Cooperative of the 
Future”. In this high-quality competition the winner 
was the cooperative Energiegenossenschaft Haltern 
am See eG. The cooperative is involved in Haltern in, 
among other things, PV installations, a combined 
heat and power (CHP) unit and wind energy projects. 
Thanks to the competition it will now be able to profit 
from an individual consultation on its corporate de-
velopment with innova eG. The aim is to convey which 
business units could be right for the local parameters 
and how, for example, professionalisation can be de-
veloped appropriately from the internal structures.

Projects of cooperatives do not have to be small. 
Since 2011 Energiegenossenschaft Haltern am See eG 
has operated a large-scale PV installation on the roof 
of the school centre at Holtwicker Strasse in Haltern. 
This facility has an output of 87.9 kWp and produces 
around 74,000 kWh electricity in a year. In addition 
the cooperative has a 12.5 per cent stake in the com-
pany Windenergie Haltern am See GmbH & Co. KG, 
which has been operating three wind turbines with a 
total output of 9 MW in the Lavesum area since 2016.

Car sharing, PV installation leasing, tenant elec-
tricity, energy saving contracting – these are all now 
business units for energy cooperatives. But the co-
operatives – often organised in honorary structures 
– are facing large investors and obstacles in view of 
the complex parameters, for instance in wind, PV and 
local heating projects. But members of the public still 
play a key role when it comes to a successful energy 
transition. “New approaches, partners and business 
models beyond the EEG remuneration are needed,” 
Lars Ole Daub explains. He is responsible for the sub-
ject of community energy at the EnergyAgency.NRW. 

The platform Community Energy & Energy Co-
operatives of the EnergyAgency.NRW gives informa-
tion, networks and supports projects on the use of 
renewable energies and the implementation of energy 
efficiency increases, projects which are funded or op-
erated jointly by a number of citizens.
www.energieagentur.nrw/buergerenergie

Haltern cooperative 
worthy of a prize
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Simple, robust, efficient: 

Low-tech in 
facilities engineering

A 
lot helps a lot – in past years this 
was often the mantra chanted when 
it came to the use of modern tech-

nology in buildings. But the deployment 
of high-tech does not necessarily lead to 
efficiency – sometimes exactly the oppo-
site – and to unnecessarily high energy 
consumption. Now the aim is to do it bet-
ter with low-tech. Highly complex and cost-

intensive technology is often used primar-
ily in the construction of ultra-low-energy 
non-residential buildings, but in combina-
tion such technology does not always work 
impeccably. The equipment in the building 
can finally give rise to a much greater en-
ergy consumption. The maintenance costs 
are also often higher than the energy sav-
ings one hopes for.

An interview with Heike Schoon-Pernkopf:

Women in the energy industry

T
rainees, women engineers or board 
chairpersons in management 
positions – fewer women than men 

work in the energy sector. In an interview 
with the EnergyAgency.NRW the staff 
consultant Heike Schoon-Pernkopf 
explained why this is still the case in 2018 
and how women get to the top in their 
career.

At LAB & Company in Düsseldorf this 
legal specialist looks out for management 
personnel for her customers from the en-
ergy industry. Schoon-Pernkopf therefore 

not only knows what skills the right can-
didates have to offer in order to advance 
the energy transition in the companies. 
She also stresses: “Many clients express 
the specific desire to recruit a woman for 
a particular position.”

But this is not always possible, the 
45-year-old consultant explains. In the 
interview series “In Conversation” Heike 
Schoon-Penkopf tells the EnergyAgency.
NRW what her own experience was of 
climbing to a top position.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr146

Less is more: low-tech
In contrast there is the low-tech approach. 
The aim of low-tech is to achieve high 
energy efficiency and a lot of comfort – 
through sustainable designs and the use 
of less and robust technology. Even with a 
low technical effort it is possible to achieve 
energy efficiency if construction materi-
als and building design are developed with 
care. The design is ultimately optimised to 
ensure that less elaborate technology is 
needed to guarantee energy efficiency and 
comfort.

Ingenieurimpulse 2018
In specialist circles a debate on low-tech 
solutions was started some time ago: In 
view of this the annual Ingenieurimpulse 
has been held every year in the early sum-
mer by the EnergyAgency.NRW and Inge-
nieurkammer-Bau NRW in the LVR Indus-
trial Museum in Oberhausen. Specialists 
discuss among other things what possibili-
ties low-tech opens up for highly energy-
efficient buildings. Patrick Jung of the firm 
of engineering consultants Ingenieurbüro 
P. Jung GmbH and a contributing speaker 
summed it up: “Low-tech not only means 
leaving technology out, but also activat-
ing the natural functions of the building 
– such as the structural physics of heat 
and moisture storage, the positive effect of 
construction materials with ideal building 
ecology features and natural ventilation 
using building openings. And that assumes 
precise planning.”
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31.8.2018 

e-CROSS GERMANY

31.8.2018 sees this year’s start of e-CROSS Ger-

many, a rally for e-vehicles and e-bikes over three 

days from Bielefeld via Düsseldorf to Aachen. 

The rally drivers will meet on Saturday, 1.9.2018, 

on the bank of the Rhine in Düsseldorf on the 

day of electromobility, when numerous exhibi-

tors will be showing off their vehicles, e-bikes 

and charging infrastructure from Düsseldorf 

Altstadt (Old Town) in the direction of the state 

parliament. If the sun shines many strollers 

and others who are interested use this op-

portunity to learn about the clean vehicles 

available. This roadshow lasts for two days 

until Sunday. The EnergyAgency.NRW will be 

taking part in both the “Day of Electromobil-

ity” and the rally.

ecross-germany.de

25.-28.9.2018

WindEnergy
The world trade fair WindEnergy Hamburg 

together with the global conference of Win-

dEurope provides a prominent platform 

for business, networking and information 

– onshore and offshore. Both these top 

events, the trade fair and the conference, 

will run parallel to one another from 25 

to 28 September 2018 on the Hamburg 

Messe fair site. The EnergyAgency.NRW 

will also be there presenting itself with 

the Wind Energy Network and the Clus-

ter EnergyResearch.NRW on the joint 

stand of the state of North Rhine-

Westphalia (Hall B6, Stand 513).

www.energieagentur.nrw/windenergie

26.9.2018 

Smart.Efficient.
Environmentally 
Aware.
On 26.9.2018 the 4th annual conference of 

the Mining Economy Network of the Ener-

gyAgency.NRW will be taking place under 

the heading “Smart.Efficient.Environ-

mentally Aware. This will be an occasion 

to present current developments and in-

novations in the field of mining machin-

ery and mineral resources extraction. 

The topics range from digitalization and 

data mining through to the transparency 

of the mineral resources supply chains. 

The programme will be supplemented 

by current developments on selected 

international target markets.

www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen 

27.9.2018

KWK.NRW-Forum
KCombined heat and power genera-

tion (CHP) is an exciting option for the 

energy transition thanks to the high 

efficiency rates it offers. The KWK.

NRW Forum of the EnergyAgency.

NRW will again be presenting cur-

rent trends and projects related to 

the topic of combined power and 

heat generation, local heating and 

district heating. 

bergmann@energieagentur.nrw 

11.10.2018

Urban energy 
solutions 
“Smart City” is the talk of the 

town. In many towns – including 

some in NRW – there is as yet 

no sign that relevant solutions 

are being applied. And yet the 

intelligent networking of areas 

of urban living, such as decentralised en-
ergy and heat generation, new mobility 
solutions, lighting and building energy 
management, is important in order to 
bring the energy and transport transi-
tion right into the towns and to enhance 
the quality of life there. This event, or-
ganised by the BDEW and the EnergyA-
gency.NRW in Düsseldorf, will highlight 
solutions which can be implemented 
economically throughout the town. 
The conference will, among other 
things, illuminate how new technolo-
gies and innovative cooperative ap-
proaches can help towns stay in the 
black financially and how ideas don’t 
only have to be funded from the mar-
keting budget. 
www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen

22.11.2018

NRW biofuels 
conference
The Centre for Renewable Resourc-
es NRW and the Fuels and Drives 
of the Future Network of the Ener-
gyAgency.NRW are issuing an in-
vitation to attend the NRW Biofu-
els Conference in the Agricultural 
Centre Haus Düsse. This year the 
focus is on the market aspect and 
gives a projected view of the de-
velopments, taking account of 
the political parameters up to 
the year 2030 and the related 
fuel options of biofuels and syn-
thetic fuels.
www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen 
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A 
current study shows that Buenos Aires is the 
“most intelligent city in Latin America”. In the 
next few years the metropolitan region will 

become one the world’s biggest mega-cities. This 
means there will be challenges to face because the 
development of the city and its buildings must keep 
pace with rapid growth and accelerating technological 
and social changes. We spoke to Federico Thielemann, 
deputy CEO of AHK Argentina (German-Argentinian 
Chamber of Industry and Commerce) in Buenos Aires 
and discussed how German companies can profit 
from these developments.

Mr Thielemann, Buenos Aires is on the way to becom-
ing one of the world’s largest mega-cities. What op-
portunities does this present to German technology 
providers?

Thielemann: In Argentina about one third of 
the inhabitants live in the Buenos Aires metropolitan 
region and more than 60 per cent live in towns with 
a population of more than 100,000. There’s a lot of 
building going on here and we are reliant on foreign 
companies. Argentina is still at a very rudimentary 
level, mainly in the field of mechanical engineering and 
environmental technology and in energy-efficient so-
lutions for buildings. German companies can also inte-
grate innovative solutions in waste disposal and trans-
port. The transport sector alone accounts for about 
23 per cent of the energy consumption in Argentina.

What is Argentina doing to further the incorporation 
of renewable solutions?

Thielemann: The implementation of the Ar-
gentinian renewable energy act of 2015 has opened 
up new fields of business. According to the new 
specifications large-scale consumers must 
cover eight per cent of their electricity 
demand from renewables, or gener-
ate it themselves or buy it in. That 
is why private industry is reliant 
on investing in renewable ener-
gies. Argentina has therefore 
itself taken on an ambitious 
project and is also dem-
onstrating that the will 
to incorporate renew-
able solutions is great. 
Because of the price 

increases for electricity and gas for homes and indus-
try it is worthwhile getting into the market. Owing to 
the subsidies under the new economic policy energy 
prices have risen sharply.

Why should NRW companies invest in Argentina?
Thielemann: The reason for this is clear because 

Argentina is a very interesting market with enormous 
potential. The market itself and specifically breaking 
into it are not simple but it is a market where the mar-
gins are highly interesting. You need a run-up to get a 
proper toehold, but after that the business is highly 
rewarding. 

A long version of this interview can be found at  
www.energieagentur.nrw/im-gespraech

Mega urbanisation in Argentina: 

A chance for 
NRW companies?
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17+83+Z 32+68+Z
The proportion of energy accounted 

for by renewables to be expanded

 17% 32%
 2016 2030

Wind Energy Decree 2018 in force
Following the associations hearing the cabinet 
resolved to pass the new Wind Energy Decree. 

T
he aim of the amendment is to rea-
lign the expansion of wind energy 
use. With the new Wind Energy De-

cree the state government hopes to en-
hance the reception of wind energy in the 
general public. At many points current 
case law and amended laws were taken 
up and incorporated in the Decree. One 
major element of the Decree is repower-
ing, in other words the replacing existing 
installations with more powerful ones. This 
increases the electricity yield without hav-
ing to add further wind turbines.

With regard to new structures 
two points should be given 
special mention: With the 
new Decree the planning 
powers of the munici-
palities have been re-
inforced. The Decree 
highlights how, for ex-
ample, they can avoid 
encircling residential es-
tates with wind turbines. 

The spacing limit of 
1,500 metres is to be incor-

porated in the state development 
plan, which is currently un-

der revision. With respect 
to the spacing of 1,500 

metres from purely resi-
dential areas a practi-
cal example has been 
included showing what 
noise control require-

ments should be set 
for a wind farm of aver-

age size. 
www.wirtschaft.nrw.de

The “Clean Energy for all Europeans” package

U
nder the Paris climate change 
agreement the European Com-
mission has drawn up a draft for 

the guide rails of a European energy and 
climate policy up to 2030. The resulting 
“Clean Energy for all Euro-
peans” package was 
published in No-
vember 2016. In 
the case of pro-
visions it con-
tains and a reg-
ulation which 
applies directly 
in all member 
states initial agree-
ments have now 
been concluded in a so-called trialogue 
between the EU Parliament, the Council 
of Ministers and the Commission. 

In the renewable energy directive the 
EU institutions have agreed a compromise 
according to which the proportion of en-
ergy accounted for by renewables is to 
grow from the figure of just under 17 per 
cent in 2016 to 32 per cent in 2030. The 
target is being reviewed with the possi-
bility that it may be correct upwards. Us-
ers will in future be entitled to consume 
self-generated electricity from renewable 

sources themselves without incurring 
charges, fees or taxes. As a “prosumer” it 
will therefore be possible not only to con-
sume self-generated electricity, but also 
to store it and sell it on – “at least at the 

market price”, as the agree-
ment states. This own 

consumption is 
to be exempted 

from charges in 
the EU as from 
2026 as long 
as the solar in-

stallation used 
is smaller than 25 

kilowatts. To date 
ten kilowatts has 

been the limit in Germany for such an ex-
emption. 

The EU efficiency directive, also re-
solved and in force as from 2020, provides 
for a non-binding efficiency target of 32.5 
per cent for 2030. The EU governance 
regulation, on the other hand, focuses on 
the reporting obligations aimed at achiev-
ing the climate targets. Here the institu-
tions agreed on the introduction of an 
EU-wide CO2 budget. The Commission is 
to calculate the maximum allowable CO2 
emissions of the EU with which the global 

rise in temperature can be kept below two 
degrees.

In the case of the building efficiency 
directive the Commission, Parliament 
and Council agreed that in non-resi-
dential buildings which have been new-
ly built or extensively renovated there 
must be at least one charging point for 
ten parking spaces and the preparatory 
cabling for at least every fifth parking 
space must be provided. For residential 
buildings it is specified that the charg-
ing infrastructure for each parking space 
be laid. 

Important points in the building ef-
ficiency directive: 

 ■ When heating systems are being 
inspected it will still be possible for 
automation systems to be replaced by 
the alternative of consultations.

 ■ The Commission is to develop an 
“intelligence indicator” by the end of 
2019 and this will depict how far the 
building can adapt operation to the 
residents and the power grid.

Further information available in the 
EA.paper “Clean Energy for All Europeans 
– Das Winterpaket der EU Kommission im 
Überblick (2017)”.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr147
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German-French friendship 
established on local level

In order to advance the cause of the energy transition 
together on a European level Germany and France have 
created a joint energy platform.

T
he “German-French Energy Plat-
form” is controlled on the Ger-
man side by the German Energy 

Agency (dena) and on the French 
side by the Agence de 
l’Environnement et de 
la Maîtrise de l‘Energie 
(ADEME). With it the 
intention is to develop 
cooperation projects 
for a sustainable en-
ergy supply. 

The foundation 
for the energy platform was 
laid in Paris at the 2014 German-French 
Council of Ministers. “This declaration 
of political will is our starting point, but 
we are in an intense dialogue with many 
players below government level. With this 
platform we intend to develop joint solu-
tions in the face of the challenges which 
both sides are confronted with,” Franca 
Diechtl, Project Manager of the new plat-
form, explained.

The German-French platform does 
this among other things by giving sup-
portive advice to partnerships between 
German and French towns in matters of 

energy. “This is essential in 
the buildings domain in 
particular because it is 
here that there is a mas-

sive unused potential 
in both countries and 
various players have 

difficulty achieving 
the specified targets,” 

Sonja Leidner believes. She 
is an expert for energy-effi-
cient buildings on the Ger-
man-French platform. The 
municipalities in France and 

Germany are faced 
with the challenge 

of modernis-
ing the build-

ings on 
their own 

properties and of substantially reducing 
energy consumption and greenhouse 
gas emissions. For example, the platform 
supports the partnership between Herten 

and the French town of Arras, both of 
whom are aiming at obtain-

ing an exergy certificate 
within the cooperation. 
“We said we would like 
to give our support here 

so that the results and 
advantages of the ex-
ergy certificate can be 

processed accordingly and 
rendered useful for other towns,” says 
Sonja Leidner.

The exergy certificate 
is an instrument developed 
in 2017 at the Frauenhofer 
Institute UMSICHT and it 
was used for the “Glass-
house” in the town of 
Herten. The intention now 
is to analyse a comparably 
complex building in Arras 
by means of the exergy cer-
tificate. It is an instrument 
which makes it possible to 
assess individual measures 
and combinations thereof re-
gardless of national specifications. On 
the basis of the results a municipality can 
compare various modernisation scenar-

ios and, among other things, 
estimate the anticipated sav-
ings and energy costs and 
the future consumption of 
resources due to the re-
spective modernisation 
variants.

“The exergy cer-
tificate processes 
the results using a 
traffic light sys-
tem to render 
them readable 
even for non-
specialists 
and those 

who simply 
don’t want to probe every level of 
calculation. This is very important 
for municipalities to enable them 
to know: Where are the points 
where I can make adjustments? 
Where can I expect savings?” 
Sonja Leidner continues. 

This is only one of the many 
projects with which the platform 
is attempting to implement 
The German-French friendship 

agreement not only on a political 
level, but also on a level which is acces-

sible and comprehensible for the general 
public.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr148

Intensive exchange
Economic affairs and energy minister Prof. Dr. Andreas 
Pinkwart (re.) exchanged views in Düsseldorf with his Flemish 
colleague Bart Tommelein on the possibilities for a cross
border energy supply. The visitor from Belgium had previously 
visited the EnergyAgency.NRW. The aim of the discussion 
in the EnergyAgency.NRW was to intensify the operative 
exchange on a working level, to network economic partners 
and to initiate cooperation projects. The Belgian region of 
Flanders is a major partner for NRW. This is attributable to the 
existing close cooperative ventures in the chemicals industry. 
It is precisely for this industrial sector with its electricity
intensive processes and procedures that an affordable 
energy supply is of great importance.
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www.energieagentur.nrw/
klimanetzwerker

Doing climate 
protection locally

Acting on behalf of the state government 14 Climate Networkers 
from the EnergyAgency.NRW are active in various regions of NRW.

T
hey are helping to forge ahead with the energy 
transition locally and to network companies, 
municipalities, administrative bodies and oth-

er players in terms of energy efficiency, climate pro-
tection or adjusting to the consequences of climate 
change. Three examples:

For companies: Mobility Test Weeks 
“Operational mobility” is tackled in Aachen and the 
surrounding area in a company-friendly way: The 
transport network Aachener Verkehrsverbund, the 
Office for Regional Development, the EnergyAgency.
NRW, the Aachen Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
IHK, the Region of Aachen, STAWAG, the Environ-
mental Department for the Urban Region of Aachen, 
transport management and the city of Aachen have 
developed the concept of “Mobility Test Weeks”. Un-
til September environmentally friendly alternatives 
for companies and institutions will be offered. “The 
Mobility Test Weeks are an excellent opportunity 
to optimise a company and motivate employees to 
switch to environmentally friendly alternatives,” says 
Climate Networker Fabian Müller-Lutz. From pedelecs 
and electric cars through to local public passenger 
transport – this chance to try these out free of charge 
provided an initial contact and travelling experience. 

Herford Recycling Exchange is the KlimaExpo.
NRW project
At the instigation of the Climate Networker Petra 
Schepsmeier the Herford Recycling Exchange was 
made part of KlimaExpo.NRW. “The Recycling Ex-
change also generated a re-use rate which was high 

in national terms and an awareness of consumer 
behaviour aimed at conserving resources,” Petra 
Schepsmeier explained. The charitable organisation 
Arbeitskreis Recycling e.V. (AKR) operates a total of 8 
recycling exchanges in the Ostwestfalen-Lippe region. 
The exchanges collect everything which is no longer 
used but which is still good and could be reused: bi-
cycles, electrical appliances, clothes, books and fur-
niture so as to pass as many products as possible on 
for second-hand use. And climate protection is also a 
job engine here: AKR e.V. has to date created a good 
50 regular jobs with its recycling exchange, and on 
top of this there are about 80 qualification and work 
creation schemes. The exchange days of action offer a 
completely new format. They were initiated by Climate 
Networker Petra Schepsmeier and Hans Engels of Ar-
beitskreis Recycling e.V. and in close consultation with 
the Efficiency Agency NRW they were first put into 
practice in Herford. In view of the positive response 
they enjoyed they are now being continued in Bielefeld. 

Successful for municipalities: klimanetzwerk.süd-
westfalen
Since new climate protection managers are often 
complete beginners in this profession the Network 
offers assistance in getting going. At the planning 
stage “mentoring is provided by experienced climate 
protection managers and these pass on knowledge 
specific to the region in a detailed discussion. “We 
pay special attention to theme-focused, small work-
ing groups. These are able tp develop need-oriented 
solutions for municipal climate protection,” explains 
Climate Networker Claudia Mahneke. The aims of the 
Network are to increase climate protection activities 
in the region, to service climate protection activists 
in municipalities and to promote inter-municipal co-
operation.
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CHP model municipality Krefeld: 

CHP unit as 
virtual power plant

I
n Krefeld a mini combined heat and pow-
er plant unit (CHP) based on biomethane 
combined with heat storage provides 

efficient and future-proof energy supply. 
This dual facility supplies an old people’s 
home and the adjacent buildings as an ar-
ea-wide solution. This project of the utility 
Stadtwerke Krefeld is part of the competi-
tion “CHP Model Municipality” of the NRW 
state government aimed at advancing the 
innovative use of combined heat and pow-
er (CHP) generation.

The two heat storage facilities take 
twice 10,000 litres of hot water. They are 
fed form the 100 Kw mini CHP unit, which 
is also new.

At the end of 2016 a multi-family 
house and the Fischeln swimming bath 
had already been fitted with mini CHP 
units and at the beginning of 2018 a fur-
ther multi-family house was added. This 
is supplied by two fuel cells. The mini CHP 
units are controlled together via a virtual 
power plant to ensure optimum opera-
tion. There is a software which optimised 
the processes such that heat and elec-

tricity are always produced in the eco-
nomically ideal way and are then fed into 
the grid.

“If the output of the new CHP unit is 
not sufficient on a cold winter day we use 
the energy available in the two heat stor-
age systems. And if that is still not suffi-
cient it is always possible to add the two 
existing heating boilers in the basement 
of the old people’s home,” Sebastian Horn 
explains. He is the project manager at SWK 
for the property at Quartelkämpchen. 

“The local heating scheme developed 
and realised Krefeld shows that econom-
ic efficiency, supply reliability and climate 
protection go well together and that heat 
and power cogeneration make a major 
contribution to the energy supply in North 
Rhine-Westphalia on a municipal level as 
well. Anyone interested in innovative local 
heating solutions has an excellent oppor-
tunity here to get plenty of information,” 
according to Michael Geßner, manager of 
the energy department in the NRW min-
istry of economic affairs, innovation, digi-
talization and energy.
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English brochure Transfor-
mation
The brochure “Gemeinschafts-
werk Energiewende in NRW” is 
now also available in English un-
der the Title “Collective efforts 
to support the energy transition 
in North Rhine-Westphalia”. 
This brochure, published by 
the cluster EnergyResearch.
NRW gives some insight into 
the research results of the Vir-
tual Institute “Transformation 
– Energy Transition NRW”, it 
presents the partner institutes 
and deals with the central chal-
lenges of the energy transition. 
The Virtual Institute gives assis-
tance and support to the sus-
tainable restructuring of the 
energy supply system in North 
Rhine-Westphalia. The bro-
chure can be obtained at 
www.cef.nrw.de

EMS.Marktspiegel
Contemporary search criteria, 
a comfortable user guidance 
system and a new design: The 
EnergyAgency.NRW has now 
revised the market survey tool 
EMS.Marktspiegel. This popu-
lar tool helps users search for 
a suitable energy controlling or 
energy management software. 
With the programs it is possi-
ble to collect, analyse and visu-
alise measured data from me-
ters and thus create the added 
value or a company. There is a 
suitable software solution for 
almost every individual appli-
cation. The new standard DIN 
EN ISO 50 003 makes this 
matter highly topical: For cer-
tification according to 50001 
energy-related improvement 
over an extended period is be-
coming increasingly important 
and this can only be assessed 
with reference to measured 
data. 

www.energieagentur.nrw/ems.
marktspiegel

CHP – EEG levy payable only 
pro rata
Operators of a CHP plant do 
not now have to pay the full 
EEG levy for electricity they 
use themselves. An agreement 
on this was reached with the 
EU competition commission. 
The original arrangement un-
der the German Renewable 
Energy Act for electricity from 
CHP plants which is for own 
use ceased to apply as from 
1.1.2018. According to this the 
full levy was due for electricity 
generated in CHP plants for 
one’s own use. This concerned 
all plants which went into ser-
vice after 1.8.2014. In principle 
it has now been agreed that the 
old provisions will apply. This 
means that a pro rate levy of 
40 % of the current EEG levy is 
payable. To take legal force this 
now has to be embedded in the 
EEG and the KWKG (Combined 
Heat and Power Generation 
Act). In addition there will be a 
review by the EU Commission.
kabus@energieagentur.nrw

Asahi Kasei makes green 
hydrogen in Herten
The Japanese company Asahi 
Kasei Europe has launched a 
demonstration project for the 
production of green hydrogen 
in the Hydrogen Competence 
Centre h2herten. The project 
simulates the manufacture of 
hydrogen from wind energy 
and contributes to the devel-
opment of a production sys-
tem for green hydrogen. The 
EnergyAgency.NRW made ini-
tial contact with the Japanese 
company in December 2015. 
In 2016 the Japanese and the 
EnergyAgency.NRW inspected 
potential sites for the plant in 
NRW. This joint project with the 
Hydrogen Competence Centre 
h2herten is scheduled to run 
for a year. Green hydrogen is 
produced exclusively with the 
use of electricity from renew-
able sources.

Newsletter & Social Media
Whether it’s energysaving tips, information about new funding programmes or climateprotection projects – every 
week, our freeofcharge newsletter’s editorial team supplies uptodate information on all facets of the subject of 
energy for companies, municipalities and consumers. To subscribe: www.energieagentur.nrw (Service). You can 
also find EnergyAgency.NRW on Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, Xing, Linkedin and Instagram.
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